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TRANSFORMING PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE  
STRATEGIES FOR HIGHER RELIABILITY AND EFFICIENCY

How to fix the PM program and solve these glaring problems? 
•  What if there was a process to completely overhaul the PM’s where all waste is 

removed, gaps are filled, addressing failure prevention at the component level 
and all tasks are pushed to the highest level of optimization, freeing up valuable 
labor hours? Good news...

• SEAM Group’s robust process of eliminating what is not required, optimizing 
current activities and supplementing tasks to address gaps, takes your PM 
program to best-in-class status.

• Our total approach towards PM Optimization expands the focus beyond task 
optimization to a total program approach ensuring overall system change. The 
PM Optimization solution contains enhanced, proven tools that bring a new 
approach to an old problem. The tools and training are assembled, following 
our proven model for continuous improvement. Gaining control of your PM 
program requires a process not an activity.

Why Optimization?

• Beyond frequency (where many believe the problem resides), limitations can be 
found throughout the entire program; from how the PM’s were created, copied, 
scheduled, subjectively executed, to the slowly-evolving program development. 
And then there are the problems with the tasks themselves.

PM Optimization is a top priority because of these common issues:

• Too many breakdowns and hearing “We just PM’d this”

• Emotional decisions add more layers to the PM

• Making equipment available for PM

• Taking the machines down to provide uptime

• Changing parts that are still good

• Having many problems coming “out” of a PM

The numbers don’t 
lie – PM Optimization 
delivers results:

• 15% Elimination of tasks 
which provide no value

• 80% Increase in more 
objective and data driven 
PM

• 40% Reduction of 
maintenance labor hours 

• 50% Increase of required 
PM task coverage 

• 35% Reduction in 
scheduled downtime hours 
for operations

TAKE THE FIRST STEP. 
CONTACT US TODAY.

PM OPTIMIZATION


